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ADDRESS 110 (15 > 17)
107A
A3109A

accessories

107A

2

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x
W) . To be combined with the specific A3109A
fitting kit
Specific fitting kit for 107A

You can fit a MONOLOCK® top-case using the universal plate included

BURGMAN 125-200 ABS (14 > 17)
SR3106
3106DT
D267KIT
D3106ST
TB3106

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case. To
be combined with the plate already included in
the MONOLOCK® top case
Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H
x W). To be combined with the specific D267KIT
fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original
Specific fitting kit for 3106DT
Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W).
To be mounted instead of the original screen
Specific backrest. It is necessary to puncture the
housing behind the saddle

accessories

SR3106

3106DT

TB3106

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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BURGMAN 400 (17) NEW
SR3115

D3115ST
D3115S
AF3115
TB3115
HP3115

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top case. To be combined with
the M5, M7, M8A or M8B MONOKEY® plate,
or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate
/ if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow
the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote
control device on the case
Specific screen, transparent 75 x 67 cm (H x W).
To be mounted instead of the original screen / 21
cm higher than the original
Specific low sports screen smoked 41 x 43 cm
(H x W). To be mounted instead of the original
screen
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow.
Maximum height 77 cm (12 cm of extension)
width 67 cm. To be mounted instead of the
original screen / 23 cm higher than the original
Specific backrest. It cannot be mounted if rack
and case are installed
Specific hand protectors in ABS

accessories

D3115ST
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D3115S

AF3115

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

HP3115

TB3115

BURGMAN 650 / 650 EXECUTIVE (13 > 17)
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case.
MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary
to puncture the housing behind the saddle in
arranged sections
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case.
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a
SR3104MM “u” type padlock included / it is necessary to
puncture the housing behind the saddle in
arranged sections
Specific kit to install the specific rear rack
SR3104 / SR3104MM on Burgman 650
SR3104KIT
Executive. In order to mount you must remove
the original backrest
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side
cases. It can be mounted only with the specific
PL3104
rear rack SR3104 / you can only mount cases
MONOKEY® E22 and DLM30A
Specific screen, trasparent, 76 x7 5 cm (H x W).
D3104ST
To be mounted instead of the original screen / 12
cm higher than the original
SR3104

accessories

SR3104

PL3104

D3104ST

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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DL 650 V-STROM (17) NEW

accessories

SRA3112
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SR3112

PLX3112

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY®
top case. Maximum load allowed 6kg / it does
SRA3112
not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top case. To be combined with the
SR3112
M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or
M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium
bag holder EX2M
PL3112
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases
Specific rapid release side case holder for
PLR3112
MONOKEY® cases
Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY®
PLX3112
SIDE cases
Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback
PL3112CAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE. 18 mm diameter
BF01
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, transparent 44 x 43 cm (H x W).
D3112ST
To be mounted instead of the original screen / 12
cm higher than the original
Specific screen, smoked 30 x 42 cm (H x W). To
D3112B
be mounted instead of the original screen
AF3112
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow.
Specific engine guard. 25 mm diameter steel
tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified
TN3101
mechanic / Compatible with the original oil carter,
as well as the oil carter protector RP3101
RP3101
Oil carter protector in Aluminium
PR3112
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted
MG532
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on
PL3112, PL3112CAM. To be combined with S250
TL3112KIT
and PL3112 or PL3112CAM / needs to mounted
on the left-hand side of the motorcycle
HP3112
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel
ES3101
to widen the surface support area of the original
side stand
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the
windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and
FB3112
GPS-Smartphone holder. For S902A, S920M, S920L,
S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
05SKIT
S901A Smart Mount.

SV 650 (16 > 17)
3111FZ

PLX3111
BF01
A3111
PR3111
HP3111
05SKIT

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case. To be combined with the
MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with
the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case
Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY®
SIDE cases. It can be mounted only with the
specific rear rack 3111FZ / you must move the
indicators from their original position
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x L).
Complete with specific fitting kit
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black
painted
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

accessories

3111FZ

PLX3111

BF01

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

HP3111

A3111
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GSX S750 (17) NEW
3113FZ

TST3113
3113KIT
BF01
A3113
A3113BL
HP3113
03SKIT

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case. To be combined with the
MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with
the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
Specific holder for pair of side bags ST601
(Sport-T range). It can be mounted without the
specific rear rack 3113FZ using the 3113KIT
Specific kit to install the TST3113 without the
specific rear rack 3113FZ
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W) .
Complete with specific fitting kit
Specific “ICE” screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x
W). Complete with specific fitting kit / when
illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light
conditions, the edge glows blue in colour
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

accessories

3113FZ
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TST3113

BF01

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

A3113

A3113BL

GSX S1000F / GSX S1000 (15 > 17) NEW
3110FZ

TST3110
3110KIT
BF18
D3110ST

05SKIT

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case. To be combined with the
MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with
the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
Specific holder for pair of side bags ST601
(Sport-T range). It can be mounted without the
specific rear rack 3110FZ using the 3110KIT
Specific kit to install the TST3110 without the
specific rear rack 3110FZ
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, transparent 59 x 35 cm (H x W).
Only for version GSX S1000F / to be mounted
instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than
the original
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

accessories

3110FZ

TST3110

D3110ST

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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DL 1000 V-STROM (17) NEW
Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY®
top case. Maximum load allowed 6kg / it does
SRA3112
not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top case. To be combined with the
SR3112
M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or
M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium
bag holder EX2M
Specific rapid release side case holder for
PLR3105
MONOKEY® cases
Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback
PL3105CAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE. 18 mm diameter
Specific rapid release side case holder for V35
PLXR3114
MONOKEY® SIDE cases
BF18
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (H x
D3105ST
W). To be mounted instead of the original screen
/ 22 cm higher than the original
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow.
Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension)
AF3105
width 44 cm. To be mounted instead of the
original screen
RP3105
Oil carter protector in Aluminium
Specific engine guard. 25 mm diameter steel
TN3105
tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified
mechanic
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black
PR3105
painted

accessories

SRA3112
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SR3112

BF18

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

D3105ST

AF3105

Universal spray guard. It needs to be paired with
the specific mounting kit (RM3114KIT)
RM02
Universal spray guard
RM3114KIT Specific kit for spray guard RM01, RM02
MG3114
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on
PLR3105. To be combined with S250 and
TL3112KIT
PLR3105 / needs to mounted on the left-hand
side of the motorcycle
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on
PL3105CAM. To be combined with S250 and
TL3114KIT
PL3105CAM / needs to mounted on the left-hand
side of the motorcycle
HP3105
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel
ES3105
to widen the surface support area of the original
side stand
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the
windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and
FB3114
GPS-Smartphone holder. For S902A, S920M,
S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B,
S957B
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
02SKIT
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)
RM01

PL3105CAM

TN3105

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

RP3105

RM01+RM3114KIT
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SUZUKI

SIXTEEN 125-150 (08 > 16)
169A

Specific screen, transparent with serigraphy 56,5 x 71,5 cm (H x W)

A169A

Specific fitting kit for 169A

SUZUKI

to be combined with the specific A169A fitting kit

ADDRESS 110 (15 > 17)
107A

Specific screen, transparent 50,8 x 66 cm (H x W)

A3109A

Specific fitting kit for 107A

to be combined with the specific A3109A fitting kit

YOU CAN FIT A MONOLOCK® TOP-CASE USING THE UNIVERSAL PLATE INCLUDED

SUZUKI

UH 125-150 BURGMAN (02 > 06)
SR114

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

D256ST

Specific screen, transparent 83 x 53 cm (H x W)

SUZUKI

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original

BURGMAN 125-200 K7-K8-K9-L0-L1-L2-L3 (06 > 13)
SR3106

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

3106DT

Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)

D267KIT

Specific fitting kit for 3106DT

D3106ST

Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W)

TB3106

Specific backrest

SUZUKI

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case
to be combined with the specific D267KIT fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original

to be mounted instead of the original screen

it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

BURGMAN 125-200 ABS (14 > 17)
SR3106
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to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

3106DT

Specific screen, transparent 84,5 x 65,5 cm (H x W)

D267KIT

Specific fitting kit for 3106DT

D3106ST

Specific screen, transparent 72 x 67 cm (H x W)

TB3106

Specific backrest

SUZUKI

to be combined with the specific D267KIT fitting kit / 21,5 cm higher than the original

to be mounted instead of the original screen

it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

AN 250-400 BURGMAN (98 > 02)
SR111

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR111M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

156DT

Specific screen, transparent 72,5 x 79,5 cm (H x W)

D156KIT

Specific fitting kit for 156D and 156DT

SUZUKI

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle
to be combined with the specific D156KIT fitting kit

AN 250-400 BUSINESS (01 > 03)
156DT

Specific screen, transparent 72,5 x 79,5 cm (H x W)

D156KIT

Specific fitting kit for 156D and 156DT

SUZUKI

to be combined with the specific D156KIT fitting kit

AN 250-400 BURGMAN (03 > 06)
SR115

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

D258ST

Specific screen, transparent 80 x 71 cm (H x W)

SUZUKI

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

TU 250X (97 > 04)
A601

Universal screen with 2 point handlebar, bronzè 36,9 x 42,5 cm (H x W)
complete with specific fitting kit

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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SUZUKI

INAZUMA 250 (12 > 16)

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

SR3103

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PL3103

not compatible with the side cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti / it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR3103 / you can only
mount cases MONOKEY® E22 and DLM30A

SUZUKI

V-STROM 250 (17 > 18)
SR3116

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TN3116

Specific engine guard, black

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top cases

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

SUZUKI

AN 400 BURGMAN TYPE-S (05)

Specific screen, transparent 80 x 71 cm (H x W)

D258ST

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 17 cm higher than the original

SUZUKI

BURGMAN 400 K7-K8-K9-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4-L5-L6 (06 > 16)
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

SR3115
E531

s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

E531M

s

Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case

MONOKEY® plate included/ it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections
MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle

266DT

Specific screen, transparent 84 x 68 cm (H x W)

D266KIT

Specific fitting kit for 266DT

AF266

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 81 cm (12 cm of extension) width 67 cm

TB531

14

to be combined with the M5, M8A or M8B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

to be combined with the specific D266KIT fitting kit / 16 cm higher than the original

complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
s

Specific backrest

it can be mounted only if rack and case are installed

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

SUZUKI

BURGMAN 400 (17)
SR3115

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A or M8B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not
allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

D3115ST

Specific screen, transparent 75 x 67 cm (H x W)

D3115S

Specific low sports screen smoked 41 x 43 cm (H x W)

AF3115

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 77 cm (12 cm of extension) width 67 cm

TB3115

Specific backrest

HP3115

Specific hand protectors in ABS

SUZUKI

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original
to be mounted instead of the original screen

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 23 cm higher than the original
it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

GS 500 E (01 > 07) / GS 500 F (04)
526F

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

GSF 600 BANDIT / S (96 > 99)
511F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

TN392

Specific engine guard

SUZUKI

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

GSF 600 BANDIT / S (00 > 04)
522F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

TN392

Specific engine guard

SUZUKI

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

GSR 600 (06 > 11)
SR116

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR116M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

MONOKEY® plate included/ you must remove the grabrails / maximum load allowed 6 kg
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must remove the grabrails

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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PLX538

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

T255

Specific holder for soft side bags

245N

Universal screen, black 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)

A167A

Specific fitting kit for 245N, 245A, 246_ _ _

247A

Universal screen, smoked 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)

247N

Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)

A170A

Specific fitting kit for 247A and 247N

TN535

Specific engine guard

SUZUKI

to be mounted only with SR116 / SR116M
only for '06-'07 to be combined with the specific A167A fitting kit
only for '06-'07 it requires the fitting of 245N painted black internally as not to reflect the light
to be combined with the specific A170A fitting kit
to be combined with the specific A170A fitting kit
only for '08-'11

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

GSX 600 F (98 > 02)
518F

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

GSX 600 F (03 > 06)
530FZ

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

GSX R 600 / 750 (06 > 10)
BF01

SUZUKI

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

AN 650 BURGMAN EXECUTIVE (02 > 12)
SR3104

16

it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR116 / SR116M

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

SR3104MM

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

D257ST

Specific screen, transparent 80 x 72 cm (H x W)

D263ST

Specific screen, transparent 78,5 x 72 cm (H x W)

SUZUKI

M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a "u" type padlock included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections
compatible with '02-'04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen
compatible from '05 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / for models having electrically adjustable screen

BURGMAN 650 / 650 EXECUTIVE (13 > 17)
SR3104

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR3104MM

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

SR3104KIT

Specific kit to install the specific rear rack SR3104 / SR3104MM on Burgman 650 Executive

PL3104

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

D3104ST

Specific screen, trasparent, 76 x7 5 cm (H x W)

SUZUKI

MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a "u" type padlock included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections
in order to mount you must remove the original backrest

it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR3104 / you can only mount cases MONOKEY® E22 and DLM30A
to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original

DL 650 V-STROM (04 > 11)
E528

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

E528M

Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case

PL532

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLX532

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PL532CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

BF10

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D260ST

Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case

18 mm diameter

compatible with models from '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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AF260

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm

TN532

Specific engine guard

MG532

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

ES3101

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT

SUZUKI

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

DL 650 V-STROM L2-L3-L4-L5-L6 (11 > 16)
SR3101

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR3101M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

SRA3101

18

complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case, black

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PL3101

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLR3101

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

PLX3101

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PL3101CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

AF3101

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 56 cm (12 cm of extension) width 43 cm

3101DT

Specific screen, transparent 52 x 46 cm (H x W)

D3101KIT

Specific fitting kit for 3101DT

not compatible with the side cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti

18 mm diameter

complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
to be combined with the specific D3101KIT fitting kit

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

TN3101

Specific engine guard

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / Compatible with the original oil carter, as well as the oil carter protector
RP3101

RP3101

Oil carter protector in Aluminium

MG3101

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

HP3105

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES3101

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

05SKIT

SUZUKI

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

DL 650 V-STROM (17)
SRA3112

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

SR3112

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

PL3112

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLR3112

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

PLX3112

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PL3112CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D3112ST

Specific screen, transparent 44 x 43 cm (H x W)

D3112B

Specific screen, smoked 30 x 42 cm (H x W)

AF3112

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow.

to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

18 mm diameter

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 12 cm higher than the original
to be mounted instead of the original screen
to be mounted instead of the original screen

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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TN3101

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic / Compatible with the original oil carter, as well as the oil carter protector
RP3101

RP3101

Oil carter protector in Aluminium

PR3112

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG532

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

TL3112KIT

Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL3112, PL3112CAM

HP3112

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES3101

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB3112

Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone holder

05SKIT

SUZUKI

to be combined with S250 and PL3112 or PL3112CAM / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

GLADIUS 650 (09 > 16)
SR121

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR121M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

PLX540

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

A172

Specific screen, smoked 29,5 x 30,5 cm (H x W)

05SKIT
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Specific engine guard

MONOKEY® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself / maximum load allowed 6 kg
MONOLOCK® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself

complete with specific fitting kit

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

SUZUKI

GSF 650 BANDIT / BANDIT S / BANDIT ABS (05 > 06)
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

539FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

D262S

for semi faired version / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

05SKIT

compatible with versions N / S / NA / SA (05> 08)The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM /
390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450)

SUZUKI

GSF 650 BANDIT / GSF 650 BANDIT S K7-K8 (07 > 11)
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / to be
combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

539FZ

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PL539

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / you
must move the indicators from their original position

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX539

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / you
must move the indicators from their original position

Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

D262S
TN3102

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / to be
mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original
s

Specific engine guard

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / 25
mm diameter steel tube/ we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

IMPORTANT: SINCE 2009 IN SOME COUNTRIES IS AVAILABLE THE MODEL BANDIT K9, WHILE IN SOME OTHER COUNTRIES IS STILL SOLD THE PREVIOUS MODEL K7-K8

SUZUKI

GSF 650 BANDIT / GSF 650 BANDIT S K9-L0-L1-L2-L3-L4 (09 > 15)
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / to be
combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if
combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

540FZ

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

BF01
TN3102
05SKIT

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8
s

Specific engine guard

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8 / 25
mm diameter steel tube/ we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

IMPORTANT: since 2009 in some countries is available the model Bandit K9, while in some other countries is still sold the previous model K7-K8The
S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

IMPORTANT: SINCE 2009 IN SOME COUNTRIES IS AVAILABLE THE MODEL BANDIT K9, WHILE IN SOME OTHER COUNTRIES IS STILL SOLD THE PREVIOUS MODEL K7-K8

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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SUZUKI

GSX 650F (08 > 14) / GSX 1250F (10 > 16)
539FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PL539

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLX539

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D270S

Specific screen, smoked 45 x 38,5 cm (H x W)

05SKIT

SUZUKI

you must move the indicators from their original position
you must move the indicators from their original position

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

SV 650 / SV 650 S (03 > 08)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

529FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

SUZUKI

SV 650 (16 > 17)
3111FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PLX3111

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

A3111

Specific screen, smoked 28,5 x 36 cm (H x L)

PR3111

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP3111

Specific hand protectors in ABS

05SKIT
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Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 3111FZ / you must move the indicators from their original position

complete with specific fitting kit

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

SUZUKI

GSX 750 (98 > 02)
517F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

TN392

Specific engine guard

SUZUKI

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

GSX 750 F (98 > 02)
518F

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

GSX 750 F (03 > 06)
530FZ

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

GSX S750 (17)
3113FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

TST3113

Specific holder for pair of side bags ST601 (Sport-T range)

3113KIT

Specific kit to install the TST3113 without the specific rear rack 3113FZ

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

A3113

Specific screen, smoked 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

A3113BL

Specific "ICE" screen 28 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

HP3113

Specific hand protectors in ABS

03SKIT

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 3113FZ using the 3113KIT

complete with specific fitting kit

complete with specific fitting kit / when illuminated by vehicle headlights in low light conditions, the edge glows blue in colour

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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SUZUKI

GSR 750 (11 > 16)
3100FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates / if combined with M8A, M8B it does
not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TE3100

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

3100KIT

Specific kit to install the TE3100 without the specific rear rack 3100FZ

A3100

Specific screen, smoked 32 x 30 cm (H x W)

05SKIT

SUZUKI

24

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 3100FZ using the 3100KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position

complete with specific fitting kit

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

DL 1000 V-STROM (02 > 11)
E528

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

E528M

Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case

PL528

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLX528

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF10

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D255ST

Specific screen, transparent 60 x 37,5 cm (H x W)

D260ST

Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)

AF260

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm

TN528

Specific engine guard

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case

compatible from '02 to '03 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / only with spoiler / 16 cm higher than the original
compatible from year '04 / compatible with models from '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original
compatible from year '04 / complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

SUZUKI

DL 1000 V-STROM (14 > 16)
SRA3105

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

SR3105

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR3105M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

PLR3105

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

PL3105CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

BF18

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D3105ST

Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (H x W)

AF3105

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm

HP3105

Specific hand protectors in ABS

RP3105

Oil carter protector in Aluminium

TN3105

Specific engine guard

PR3105

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG3105

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

ES3105

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB3114

Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone holder

02SKIT

MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg
MONOLOCK® plate included

18 mm diameter

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original
to be mounted instead of the original screen

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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SUZUKI

DL 1000 V-STROM (17)
SRA3112

26

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

SR3112

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

PLR3105

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

PL3105CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

PLXR3114

Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF18

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D3105ST

Specific screen, transparent 50 x 39,5 cm (H x W)

AF3105

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 50 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm

RP3105

Oil carter protector in Aluminium

TN3105

Specific engine guard

PR3105

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

RM01

Universal spray guard

RM02

Universal spray guard

RM3114KIT

Specific kit for spray guard RM01, RM02

MG3114

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

TL3112KIT

Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR3105

TL3114KIT

Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL3105CAM

to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M

18 mm diameter

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 22 cm higher than the original
to be mounted instead of the original screen

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

It needs to be paired with the specific mounting kit (RM3114KIT)
It needs to be paired with the specific mounting kit (RM3114KIT)

to be combined with S250 and PLR3105 / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle
to be combined with S250 and PL3105CAM / needs to mounted on the left-hand side of the motorcycle

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

HP3105

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES3105

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB3114

Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone holder

02SKIT

SUZUKI

For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

SV 1000 / SV 1000 S (03 > 08)
529FZ

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

GSX S1000F / GSX S1000 (15 > 17)
3110FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

TST3110

Specific holder for pair of side bags ST601 (Sport-T range)

3110KIT

Specific kit to install the TST3110 without the specific rear rack 3110FZ

BF18

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D3110ST

Specific screen, transparent 59 x 35 cm (H x W)

05SKIT

SUZUKI

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 3110FZ using the 3110KIT

only for version GSX S1000F / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 15 cm higher than the original

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

GSX 1200 (98 > 02)
517F

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

GSF 1200 BANDIT (96 > 99)
511F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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SUZUKI

GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (00 > 05)
522F

SUZUKI

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (06)
539FZ
D262S

SUZUKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

GSF 1250 BANDIT / BANDIT S (07 > 11)
539FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PL539

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLX539

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

D262S

Specific screen, smoked 45,7 x 36,5 cm (H x W)

05SKIT

SUZUKI

you must move the indicators from their original position
you must move the indicators from their original position

for GSF 1250 Bandit S / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 11,7 cm higher than the original

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

GSX 1300R HAYABUSA (08 > 16)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

541FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / A larger grab rail for the
passenger is included, you must remove the original grab rails / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

BF01

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

SUZUKI

GSX 1400 (02 > 09)
527FZ

28

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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